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Starting Monday, October 11th, Messiah students will have the opportunity to take part in a fundraiser in
conjunction with Messiah's annual golf tournament. Students will be able to purchase tickets for $1 each

with their homeroom teacher's name on it. These tickets will be folded and placed in a jar, and on October
22nd a winner will be randomly selected. The winning class will get a popcorn and movie party in the gym!

There is no limit to the amount of tickets that can be purchased. Let's DO This!

Math
This week in math we continued to review long
division, practiced reading and creating number
lines, and worked out problems using time. Next
week we will continue talking about fractions and
also look at more with lines and angles.

Science
Next week in science we will be looking at
chemical changes. The kids really seem to have a
good grasp on physical changes. Next week we
will get to do some experiments to see some
chemical changes firsthand.

Reading
We started in on a new novel this week called
Number the Stars. This is a story of Annemarie
Johansen during WWII. The story has brought up
many great discussions about Nazis and the
mistreatment of Jews during WWII. Be sure to ask
your child about what is happening in the book so
far or if they have any questions about things we
have discussed.

Memory Work
The Memory for the upcoming week is:
“Blessed is the man who remains steadfast under
trial, for when he has stood the test he will receive
the crown of life, which God has promised to those
who love him.“
James 1:12

Geography
We spent the week looking more into Canada’s
diverse landscapes and it’s rich history. During
this time we also practiced our note taking
skills. Next week we will get a glimpse of what
life is like in Canada today. During this time we
will talk about the people, government, and
some of the challenges the country faces.

Spelling
The spelling words for the upcoming week are
as follows: Spoil, Choice, Avoid, Moisture,
Oyster, Royal, Employ, Annoy, Ground, House
Sprout, Mountain, Allow, Ourselves, Somehow,
Ounce, Amount, Boundary, Voice, Vow

Grammar
This week, we reviewed for the Unit 1 test
and took it on Thursday. This was a
challenging test, but the students worked
hard and did their best! Next week we'll be
diving into Unit 2 and we will be focusing on
nouns, specifically how to identify common vs
proper nouns!

Book Project
Book projects are due in 2 weeks! Be sure to
check in with your child to make sure they are
on track to finish their book and still have
enough time to work on their project. I have
been suggesting to the kids to try and have
their book done by Friday, October 15th.




